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A

Facing the double elevators, turn left and find the case
on our state's symbols (case 1).

Inside this case, you will find the Georgia State
Flag, which includes our state motto. What is our
motto?

Turn left to find the case about Georgia's Native
American history (case 10).

What are the four periods described in the case?

Turn left from the Native American exhibit, and find the
case that talks about Georgia's lawmaking branch
(case 2).

What is the name of Georgia's Legislative
branch?

List Georgia's five capitals in order:

Continue to the right to the "Location, Location,
Location" case.

 

 
 
 
 

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Find the case on Miss Freedom.

What does she have in her hands?

Continue to the left and find the case about the
Capitol's dome (case 5).

The gold on the dome represents the first gold
rush in the United States. What city in Georgia
was the site of the first gold rush?

Turn around and walk towards the case about
Georgia's governors (case 4). 

What are the duties of the Governor?

Why did Governor Carl Sanders visit Japan?

Turn left and follow the hallway past the double
elevators to the case  about agriculture in Georgia. 

How many dollars does the agricultural industry
contribute to Georgia's economy? 

Continue walking past the marble columns, turn to
your left and find the case with a meteor in it.

What are the two artifacts with two heads?

What are the two artifacts that came from space?



Facing the double elevators, go right and continue to
the case  about agriculture in Georgia. 

List Georgia's five capitals in order:

Continue to the right to the "Location, Location,
Location" case.
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How many dollars does the agricultural industry
contribute to Georgia's economy? 

B

Continue walking past the marble columns, turn to
your left and find the case with a meteor in it.

What are the two artifacts with two heads?

Turn around and walk back towards the double
elevators and find the case with the state symbols in it
(including a large mouth bass).

What is Georgia's motto?

Go to the left, towards the case with a number 10 next
to the Mississippian Chief. 

How long have Native Americans lived in
Georgia?

What are the four periods described in the case?

 

 
 
 
 

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Turn left from the Native American exhibit, and find the
case that talks about Georgia's lawmaking branch
(case 2).

What is the name of Georgia's Legislative
branch?

Turn right from the "Location" case, and follow the
hallway around the corner to the right to find the case
on Miss Freedom.

What does Miss Freedom have in her hands?

Continue to the left and find the case about the
Capitol's dome (case 5).

The gold on the dome represents the first gold
rush in the United States. What city in Georgia
was the site of the first gold rush?

Turn around and walk towards the case about
Georgia's governors (case 4). 

What are the duties of the Governor?

Why did Governor Carl Sanders visit Japan?



Turn right and follow the hallway around to the right to
find the case on our state's symbols (case 1).

What programs have students participated
in at the Georgia State Capitol?

From the governor's case, turn left and follow the
hall to the left. Find the case about youth at the
capitol.
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Inside this case, you will find the Georgia State
Flag, which includes our state motto. What is our
motto?

C

Turn left to find the case about Georgia's Native
American history (case 10).

How long have Native Americans lived in
Georgia?

Turn around to find the case on the economic minerals
of Georgia. 

Name two natural minerals found in Georgia, and
what they are used to make.

Turn around and find the stone columns. 

What famous monument uses Georgia marble?

Find the case on Miss Freedom.

What famous statue is she often mistaken for?

Continue to the left and find the case about the
Capitol's dome (case 5).

The gold on the dome represents the first gold
rush in the United States. What city in Georgia
was the site of the first gold rush?

Turn around and walk towards the case about
"The Governors and the People" (case 13). 

Which governor received the gold phone and
why?

Which governor received a baseball bat?

What happened to her in 1957?

Whose wooden chest did they use to collect the
gold? What famous document did he sign?

Turn left and find the case on Georgia agriculture. 

How many dollars does the agricultural industry
contribute to Georgia's economy? 

Which of these minerals might you find in your
phone?
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D

Facing the double elevators, turn left and find the case
on Georgia's Native American history.

How long have Native Americans lived in
Georgia?

Turn around to find the case on the economic minerals
of Georgia. 

Name two natural minerals found in Georgia, and
what they are used to make.

Turn around and find the stone columns. 

What famous monument uses Georgia marble?

Turn left and find the case on Georgia agriculture. 

How many dollars does the agricultural industry
contribute to Georgia's economy? 

Which of these minerals might you find in your
phone?

What is an example of new technology being
used in agriculture?

Turn right and follow the hallway around to the right to
find the case on our state's symbols (case 1).

Inside this case, you will find the Georgia State
Flag, which includes our state motto. What is our
motto?

What programs have students participated
in at the Georgia State Capitol?

Turn right and follow the hallway to find the case on
youth at the Capitol.

Turn left and walk towards the case about "The
Governors and the People" (case 13). 

Which governor received the gold phone and
why?

Turn to the left and find the case about the
Capitol's dome (case 5).

The gold on the dome represents the first gold
rush in the United States. What city in Georgia
was the site of the first gold rush?

Whose wooden chest did they use to collect the
gold? What famous document did he sign?

Find the case on Miss Freedom.

What famous statue is she often mistaken for?

What happened to her in 1957?
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Answers

A

Facing the double elevators, turn left and find the case
on our state's symbols (case 1).

Inside this case, you will find the Georgia State
Flag, which includes our state motto. What is our
motto?

Wisdom, Justice, Moderation

Turn left to find the case about Georgia's Native
American history (case 10).

What are the four periods described in the case?

Mississippian, Woodland, Archaic, Paleoindian

Turn left from the Native American exhibit, and find the
case that talks about Georgia's lawmaking branch
(case 2).

What is the name of Georgia's Legislative
branch?

Georgia General Assembly

List Georgia's five capitals in order:

Continue to the right to the "Location, Location,
Location" case.

 Savannah

 Augusta
 Luisville
 Milledgeville
Atlanta

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Find the case on Miss Freedom.

What does she have in her hands?

Torch, sword

Continue to the left and find the case about the
Capitol's dome (case 5).

The gold on the dome represents the first gold
rush in the United States. What city in Georgia
was the site of the first gold rush?
 

Dahlonega

Turn around and walk towards the case about
Georgia's governors (case 4). 

What are the duties of the Governor?
 

Chief Executive, Chief Legislator, Commander in
Chief, Chief Politician, Chief of State, and Budget
Director

Why did Governor Carl Sanders visit Japan?

Sanders visited to talk about trade with Japan.

Turn left and follow the hallway past the double
elevators to the case  about agriculture in Georgia. 

How many dollars does the agricultural industry
contribute to Georgia's economy? 

$76 billion

Continue walking past the marble columns, turn to
your left and find the case with a meteor in it.

What are the two artifacts with two heads?

Calf, snake

What are the two artifacts that came from space?

Moonrocks, meteorite



Facing the double elevators, go right and continue to
the case  about agriculture in Georgia. 

List Georgia's five capitals in order:

Continue to the right to the "Location, Location,
Location" case.

How many dollars does the agricultural industry
contribute to Georgia's economy? 

$76 billion

B

Continue walking past the marble columns, turn to
your left and find the case with a meteor in it.

What are the two artifacts with two heads?

Calf, snake

Turn around and walk back towards the double
elevators and find the case with the state symbols in it
(including a large mouth bass).

What is Georgia's motto?

Wisdom, Justice, Moderation

Go to the left, towards the case with a number 10 next
to the Mississippian Chief. 

How long have Native Americans lived in
Georgia?

12,000 years

What are the four periods described in the case?
 

Mississippian, Woodland, Archaic, Paleoindian

Turn left from the Native American exhibit, and find the
case that talks about Georgia's lawmaking branch
(case 2).

What is the name of Georgia's Legislative
branch?

Georgia General Assembly

Turn right from the "Location" case, and follow the
hallway around the corner to the right to find the case
on Miss Freedom.

What does Miss Freedom have in her hands?

Torch, sword

Continue to the left and find the case about the
Capitol's dome (case 5).

The gold on the dome represents the first gold
rush in the United States. What city in Georgia
was the site of the first gold rush?
 

Dahlonega

Turn around and walk towards the case about
Georgia's governors (case 4). 

What are the duties of the Governor?

Chief Executive, Chief Legislator, Commander in
Chief, Chief Politician, Chief of State, and Budget
Director

Why did Governor Carl Sanders visit Japan?

Sanders visited to talk about trade with Japan.
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 Savannah

 Augusta
 Luisville
 Milledgeville
Atlanta

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.



Turn right and follow the hallway around to the right to
find the case on our state's symbols (case 1).

What programs have students participated
in at the Georgia State Capitol?

Legislative internship, governor internship,
youth assembly, page program

From the governor's case, turn left and follow the
hall to the left. Find the case about youth at the
capitol.

Inside this case, you will find the Georgia State
Flag, which includes our state motto. What is our
motto?

Wisdom, Justice, Moderation

C

Turn left to find the case about Georgia's Native
American history (case 10).

How long have Native Americans lived in
Georgia?
 

12,000 years
Turn around to find the case on the economic minerals
of Georgia. 

Name two natural minerals found in Georgia, and
what they are used to make.

Multiple correct answers

Turn around and find the stone columns. 

What famous monument uses Georgia marble?

Lincoln Memorial

Find the case on Miss Freedom.

What famous statue is she often mistaken for?
 

Lady Liberty

Continue to the left and find the case about the
Capitol's dome (case 5).

The gold on the dome represents the first gold
rush in the United States. What city in Georgia
was the site of the first gold rush?

Dahlonega

Turn around and walk towards the case about
"The Governors and the People" (case 13). 

Which governor received the gold phone and
why?

Lester Maddox, 100 millionth phone line installed

Which governor received a baseball bat?

George Busbee

What happened to her in 1957?
 

Lightning Strike

Whose wooden chest did they use to collect the
gold? What famous document did he sign?

William Few, signer of the Constitution

Turn left and find the case on Georgia agriculture. 

How many dollars does the agricultural industry
contribute to Georgia's economy? 

$76 billion

Which of these minerals might you find in your
home?

Multiple correct answers
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D

Facing the double elevators, turn left and find the case
on Georgia's Native American history.

How long have Native Americans lived in
Georgia?

12,000 years

Turn around to find the case on the economic minerals
of Georgia. 

Name two natural minerals found in Georgia, and
what they are used to make.

Multiple correct answers

Turn around and find the stone columns. 

What famous monument uses Georgia marble?

Lincoln Memorial

Turn left and find the case on Georgia agriculture. 

How many dollars does the agricultural industry
contribute to Georgia's economy? 

$76 billion

Which of these minerals might you find in your
home?

Multiple correct answers

What is an example of new technology being
used in agriculture?

Multiple correct answers

Turn right and follow the hallway around to the right to
find the case on our state's symbols (case 1).

Inside this case, you will find the Georgia State
Flag, which includes our state motto. What is our
motto?

Wisdom, Justice, Moderation

What programs have students participated
in at the Georgia State Capitol?

Legislative internship, governor internship,
youth assembly, page program

Turn right and follow the hallway to find the case on
youth at the Capitol.

Turn left and walk towards the case about "The
Governors and the People" (case 13). 

Which governor received the gold phone and
why?

Lester Maddox, 100 millionth phone line installed

Turn to the left and find the case about the
Capitol's dome (case 5).

The gold on the dome represents the first gold
rush in the United States. What city in Georgia
was the site of the first gold rush?

Dahlonega

Whose wooden chest did they use to collect the
gold? What famous document did he sign?

William Few, Constitution

Find the case on Miss Freedom.

What famous statue is she often mistaken for?

Lady Liberty 

What happened to her in 1957?

Lightning Strike
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